MODERN STYLE FOR THE DISCERNING GIRL

bella + sophia
CLOTHING

the dreamer collection
2015

Style # 23-110
Custom designed
floral textile stretch
bustle dress.
blk/wht rose
Style # 23-111
Custom designed floral textile stretch a-line dress. multi floral
Style # 21-113
Custom designed floral textile stretch hi-low peplum top. multi floral
Style # 25-122
Heather grey sweatshirt
knit joggers with bow
detail and cuffed legs.

Style # 21-116
Custom designed textile
angled heart detail
jersey knit t-shirt.
multi color hearts
Style # 22-121
100% cotton circle skirt
with custom designed heart textile print and wide elastic waistband. multi color hearts
Style # 25-144
Heather grey sweatshirt knit moto leggings with patchwork knee detail.
Style # 23-115
Custom designed floral textile printed on 100% cotton. A-line dress with a zip up back closure.
purple carnation
Style # 25-112
Custom designed floral textile 100% cotton ruffle shorts with elastic waistband. purple carnation
Style # 25-112
Custom designed floral textile 100% cotton ruffle shorts with elastic waistband. Blk/wht rose
80'S INSPIRED COLLECTION WITH WHIMSICAL PRINTS & LOOSE CUTS FOR THE GIRL WHO JUST WANTS TO HAVE FUN
Bella + Sophia is a modern line of kidswear dedicated to high quality, innovative and comfort design at moderate price point. The brand is based out of Chicago and focuses on sustainable and local sourcing as well as making a difference in the community. The brand is designed by me: Jennifer Lezan-Veguilla and inspired by my two daughters Bella (7) & Sophia (2).

At the heart of the business is a genuine desire to educate, reform & inspire the youth from underserved communities. As a young girl I grew up in trying circumstances amidst poverty, gangs, drugs and abuse. Despite attempts to leave the bad behind in the hoods of Chicago, my mother couldn’t shake much of it off. The domestic violence & heartache I saw as a child affected the decisions I have made as an adult and now parent to do better and make the world better for my two young girls and myself.

Through hard work and persistence we can truly change the world and we must start with the children. With this idea in place, a portion of the sales of each garment goes back to the community through local non-profit organizations catering to the underserved, minority and at risk youth.

GIRLS STYLES AVAILABLE IN SIZES 2-12
PLACE ORDERS ONLINE AT: WWW.BELLASOPHIACLOTHING.COM
FOR WHOLESALE INQUIRIES CONTACT JENNIFER@BELLASOPHIACLOTHING.COM
SHOW US SOME LOVE ON SOCIAL MEDIA FACEBOOK.COM/BELLASOPHIACLOTHING INSTAGRAM.COM/BELLASOPHIACLOTHING TWITTER.COM/BELLASOPHIAHQ

PHONE: (331) 444-2330 | WEB: WWW.BELLASOPHIACLOTHING.COM